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Mid-infrared (mid-IR) fiber lasers in the 2.5-5 µm wavelength range have great potential to play a pivotal role
in spectroscopy and medicine [1]. However, at present the non-existence of fiber-coupled optical components for
these wavelengths severely limits the ability to build highly efficient alignment-free, low loss all-fiber lasers. This
relates to the fact that fabricating various in-fiber components in fluoride fiber is a challenging problem, due to the
difference in glass properties and handling requirements compared to standard silica fibers. Here, we address this
problem by reporting the direct femtosecond (fs) laser inscription of high reflectivity (99.98%), low loss (<0.5 dB),
Type-I fiber Bragg gratings (FBGs) into the core of soft-glass ZBLAN fibers for mid-IR applications.
We investigate and compare various fabrication methods such as single pass (line-by-line), double pass and
stacking (plane-by-plane) (see Fig. 1(a)) to create the highest reflectivity FBGs for mid-IR applications by tailoring
different grating parameters like the refractive index modification and mode overlap factor to obtain the highest
coupling coefficient to date [2-4]. To achieve optimum FBG fabrication conditions, various microscope objectives
were used with different numerical apertures and working distances to precisely control the shape and size of the
fabricated grating planes. During the parameter scan, various pulse energies and inscription speeds have been tried
to obtain a smooth Type-I refractive index modification inside the fiber. In addition, our studies [5] revealed that
third order gratings provide higher reflectivity than other possible diffraction orders (Fig. 1(b)) due to the reduction
in overlap between the adjacent grating planes.
This systematic study allowed us to fabricate FBGs in fluoride fibers with ultra-high coupling
coefficients (464 m- 1) and ultra-low losses (<0.5 dB/cm) using direct fs laser inscription. For the development of
high efficiency, all-fiber laser systems, highly reflective thermally stable FBGs are required. Therefore, the
performance of the direct-written Type-I gratings after 6 hours of annealing at 150° C is further analyzed and we
could observe for the first time an increase in reflectivity by approximately 10 dB (see Fig. 1(c)), allowing for
grating with >32 dB reflectivity. We suspect the increase in refractive index modulation is caused by the ion
migration in ZBLAN fibers and further investigations using spatially resolved Raman microscopy and electron
probe microanalysis are planned to completely explain this observation. A critical comparison is currently being
performed between FBG inscription into undoped and doped ZBLAN fibers in terms of refractive index change.

Fig. 1 a) Longitudinal and transverse cross-sections of various inscription techniques b) Variation of coupling coefficient
with respect to grating order. The inset shows the cross-section of the modification in fiber induced by various objectives c)
Transmission spectra of a 13 mm long FBG before and after annealing at 150° C.

In conclusion, to the best of our knowledge, this is the first demonstration of temperature stable mid-IR FBGs
with the highest reported coupling coefficient and lowest transmission loss to date, fabricated using direct-write
laser inscription without the use of an expensive phase mask.
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